ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Determining image quality is one of the important objective for many image processing applications such as, image denoising, image compression and so on. Quality metrics in image denoising application gives idea about the quality of denoised image or in other way amount of noise removed from the image. There are many ways to classify image quality metrics. One of them is subjective and objective quality metrics. Subjective quality metrics depend upon human opinion about that image quality, that is, it varies from person to person. So, it requires mean opinion score (MOS) to get the actual quality of the image. Final judge of the image quality are human eyes. Considering this fact, subjective quality metrics seems to be advantageous but, it will be different for each viewer. Also, subjective quality metrics have some disadvantages such as slow processing, costly for practical use, etc. So, objective quality metrics which gives results comparable to the human visual system are considered to be state of art quality metrics.
Objective quality metrics make use of statistical parameters of the corresponding images to determine the quality of the image. These objective quality metrics can be further categorised based on the availability of reference image such as, full reference, partial reference and no reference. Full reference indicates that original image is available to compute the quality of degraded and reconstructed image while partial reference represents partial information availability about original image. Similarly, no reference category signifies quality metrics which can be evaluated without original image. This category is also known as blind reference type of quality metrics. In this paper, only full reference quality metrics are considered. Full reference quality metrics are also classified into different classes as, pixel difference based quality metrics, structural similarity based quality metrics, correlation based quality metrics, edge based quality metrics, spectral content based quality metrics and human visual system based quality metrics.
Quality assessment of medical images such as X-ray images, ultrasound images, MRI images, etc. is crucial job as compared to that of general/ natural photographic images. In case of X-ray images, high preference must be given to edge information while deciding quality of that images. Ultrasound images are mostly corrupted by speckle noise, which hides lesions and other important structural information in the image. Most of denoising algorithms removes speckle noise from ultrasound images at the cost of smoothing. Sometimes, doctors prefer noisy ultrasound image than over smoothed image. So, again determining quality of ultrasound images is itself a tough job. Hence objectives of this paper is to determine well suited quality metric for X-ray and ultrasound medical images along with natural images.
LITERATURE SURVEY
The field of image denoising is blessed with variety of objective quality metrics. Some popular basic quality metrics are Mean squared error (MSE), Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), Signal to noise ratio (SNR), etc. We may append this list with normalized absolute error (NAE), average difference (AD), maximum difference (MD), etc. All these basic quality metrics could be categorised into pixel difference based quality metrics. These are more popular due to their mathematical simplicity. MSE and PSNR are proportional to energy of the distortion/ noise. MSE and PSNR are based on the digital values of images than actual physical luminance [1] . Due to this reason, these quality metrics differ more from human perception.
To overcome the limitations of pixel difference based quality metrics, structural assessment based quality metrics were introduced such as structural similarity index (SSIM) [2] , structural content (SC), complex wavelet structural similarity index (CWSSIM) [3] , feature similarity index (FSIM) [4] and edge strength similarity index (ESSIM) [5] , etc. Out of which structural similarity index became much popular because of its accuracy to determine quality of the image. It is based on amount of structural information degradation. Similarly, central idea behind CWSSIM quality metric is based on detecting consistent phase change in wavelet coefficients. Authors used complex wavelet transform in their work [3] . In reference paper [4] , authors believe that human vision system interpret image according to low level images and they have used phase congruency as main feature in their work. ESSIM in [5] considers anisotropic regularity and irregularity of edge into proposed metric. This quality metric could be classified as edge based quality metric too. Such edge based metrics are primarily required in medical image assessment. Normalised cross correlation [6] comes under the correlation based quality metric category. It determines the correlation between the original and denoised image. There are some quality metrics which are designed to model the human visual system (HVS). This category includes image information and visual quality metric also known as visual information fidelity (VIF) [7] proposed by A. Bovik and H. Sheikh. Also, authors in [8] proved that universal image quality index (UIQI) is superior metric than MSE with simple mathematical model. Literatures [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] represent variety of quality metrics but the common consideration for their design is Gaussian noise or Gaussian distortion. As per our knowledge, we come across only one paper in which quality metric is specifically designed for speckle noise. Authors in [9] proposed speckle degradation index (SDI), which is used to compute the amount of speckle noise present in the ultrasound images.
As per literature survey, variety of objective quality metrics are proposed by many researchers for image processing applications. Applications may include image compression, image fusion and image denoising etc.
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows.
Section 3 throw some light on selection of quality metrics along with explanation of adopted methodology. Section 4 is dedicated for experimentation and discussion and finally conclusions are mentioned.
PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, selection of quality metrics and procedure adopted for assessment of quality metrics is explained in detail.
Selection of Quality Metrics
It is observed from literature that most of the times evaluation of various quality metrics performance is done by considering image compression application. Very few papers consider image denoising application for performance assessment of quality metrics. Again from literature, it is observed that design of quality metric is based on Gaussian noise model. But, in practice, images may contain different type of noise other than Gaussian noise. For example, medical ultrasound images are mostly corrupted by speckle noise which is multiplicative in nature and Xray images contain Poisson noise due to its formation process. Hence in this paper, we have considered image denoising application and tried to cover different categories of full reference type quality metrics. We have selected following sixteen quality metrics as given in following table 1. 
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR):
Here, I max is maximum intensity value present in the reference image and MSE is mean squared error between reference and estimated image. SNR and PSNR are usually measured in decibels (dB).
Average Difference (AD):
‫ܦܣ‬ = ଵ ெ * ே ൫‫ܫ‬ − ‫ܫ‬ ௦௧ ൯ (4)
Maximum Difference (MD):
This quality metric is maximum difference between reference and estimated image.
Normalized Absolute Error (NAE):
‫ܧܣܰ‬ = ∑ ∑ ௦൫ூ ିூ ೞ ൯ ಿ ೕసభ ಾ సభ ∑ ∑ ௦൫ூ ൯ ಿ ೕసభ ಾ సభ (6)
Normalized Cross Correlation [6]:
‫ܥܰ‬ = ∑ ∑ ூ ሺ,ሻ * ூ ೞ ሺ,ሻ ಿ ೕసభ ಾ సభ ∑ ∑ ூ ሺ,ሻ * ூ ሺ,ሻ ಿ ೕసభ ಾ సభ (7)
Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) [2]:
‫ܯܫܵܵ‬ ൫‫ܫ‬ , ‫ܫ‬ ௦௧ ൯ = ݂ሺ݈൫‫ܫ‬ , ‫ܫ‬ ௦௧ ൯, ܿ൫‫ܫ‬ , ‫ܫ‬ ௦௧ ൯, ‫ܫ‪ሺ‬ݏ‬ , ‫ܫ‬ ௦௧ ሻሻ (8) This quality metric takes into consideration three different image parameters namely, luminance (l), contrast (c) and structural correlation (s).
݈൫‫ܫ‬ , ‫ܫ‬
Where, µ x : Mean of reference image. µ y : Mean of estimated image. σ x : Standard deviation of reference image. σ y : Standard deviation of estimated image.
σ xy : Cross correlation between reference and estimated image.
Structural Content (SC):
‫ܥܵ‬ = ∑ ∑ ூ ሺ,ሻ * ூ ሺ,ሻ ಿ ೕసభ ಾ సభ ∑ ∑ ூ ೞ ሺ,ሻ * ூ ೞ ሺ,ሻ ಿ ೕసభ ಾ సభ (12)
Feature Similarity Index (FSIM) [4]:
This quality metric gives score by considering Phase Congruency (PC) and Gradient Magnitude (GM). SL(x) gives similarity between reference and estimated image.
Complex Wavelet Structural Similarity (CWSSIM) [3]:
Basic idea behind CWSSIM is phase change in wavelet domain because of any distortions. This phase change is measured and score is obtained.
Edge Strength Similarity (ESSIM) [5]:
In this quality metric, similarity between edge strength of reference and estimated image is computed.
Visual Information Fidelity (VIF) [7]:
Here, numerator term denotes information present in all sub bands of estimated image and denominator represents information in reference image.
14. Universal Image Quality Index (UIQI) [8] :
In this quality metric, x is reference image and y is estimated image.
Speckle Degradation Index (SDI) [9]:
Here, u is considered as reference image and v is estimated image. µ u , µ v are mean of reference and estimated image respectively, σ u , σ v are standard deviation of reference and estimated image and σ uv is joint standard deviation for these two images, C is a constant.
Beta (β) [14]:
Where, I refhpf and I esthpf are high pass filtered reference and estimated images, m1 and m2 are mean of I refhpf and I esthpf respectively.
Procedure to Assess Performance of Quality Metrics
In this paper, authors are concentrating on general (natural) images, ultrasound images and X-ray digital images for experimentation. Natural images are captured by camera and normally corrupted by Gaussian noise. The way of image acquisition in ultrasound and X-ray modalities are different. Both modalities are suffering from different kind of noise contamination. Hence to assess these two kind of medical images, we need different quality assessment metrics. This situation encourages us to identify suited quality metric for general (natural), ultrasound and Xray images. To achieve this objective, experimentation is done by adding noise synthetically in the original images. This noisy image is then denoised by respective state of art algorithm and quality metric for noisy and denoised image is calculated. Following schematic diagram shows adopted method to test different quality metrics. Medical ultrasound images are formed by transmission and reception of ultrasound waves. At the time of image formation constructive and destructive scattering takes place. This phenomenon is responsible for introduction of speckle noise in ultrasound imaging. Hence ultrasound images are usually corrupted by speckle noise. Similarly, formation of X-ray images is based on photon counting statistics which follows Poisson process and thus X-ray images are mostly degraded by Poisson noise. Therefore, to determine the suited quality metric for natural, ultrasound images and X-ray images is prime objective of this work.
EXPERIMENTATIONS AND DISCUSSION
The main objective of work is to identify suited quality metric for natural, ultrasound and X-ray images. Hence, we used these three type of databases for analysis. Intention behind these three type of databases is to cover three different noise types in this work. For this work, experimentation environment used is MATLAB 2013a software. In case of natural images, Gaussian noise is added in reference images and bilateral filter [10] algorithm is used to denoise that images. For ultrasound images, speckle reducing bilateral filter (SRBF) [11] algorithm is used to remove speckle noise from noisy image and in X-ray images, BM3D algorithm dedicated to remove Poisson noise [12] is used to denoise Poisson corrupted X-ray images. Following tables 2 to 7 are sample results for above stated databases using state of art image denoising algorithms at noise variance varying from 0.01 to 0.1 level for natural and ultrasound images. For X-ray images, peak intensity is varied from 5 to 50. Similar to above, figure 3 gives graphs for ultrasound image and figure 4 for X-ray images. A good quality metric is one which detects small changes in the image caused by the increment of noise by small amount. From above tables 2 to 7 and figures 2 to 4, following points are observed.
1. It is observed that all above quality metrics could be classified into two broad categories because some of them are directly proportional to noise variance and some are inversely proportional.
2. For general and ultrasound images AD, MSE, NAE quality metrics behave well in the category of directly proportional quality metrics. Similarly PSNR, SSIM, VIF, UIQI, ESSIM, FSIM, SNR behaves well in the category of inversely proportional quality metrics.
3. In case of X-ray images, Poisson noise is signal dependent. Hence, when images are scaled to low intensity, Poisson noise is dominant and when images are scaled at higher intensity, effect of noise is less. MSE, AD, PSNR, CWSSIM, UIQI, SNR are good quality metrics in directly proportional category whereas NAE, SSIM are good in inversely proportional category.
4. For general images, abrupt behaviour is observed for MD, Beta and CWSSIM quality metrics.
5. In ultrasound images, abrupt behaviour is observed in MD, SDI, Beta and CWSSIM quality metrics.
6. For X-ray images, MD, FSIM, Beta and VIF quality metrics behave abruptly.
Above stated observations can be justified as explained below.
• AD, MSE, NAE, PSNR are pixel difference based quality metrics. As noise variance increases, pixel difference increases hence their performance is better for all three datatypes.
• In case of general images, MD behaves abruptly. Value of MD depends upon maximum pixel intensity difference between reference and estimated images. As it is expected that by increasing noise variance, pixel intensity difference should increase, but in actual practice, noise may increase or decrease original pixel intensity value. Hence, abrupt behaviour of MD is justified.
• Performance of CWSSIM depends upon level of decomposition, number of orientation and robustness factor (K). Depending upon values of these parameters, performance of CWSSIM quality metric varies.
• Though Speckle Degradation Index (SDI) is speckle noise dependent quality metric, its behaviour for ultrasound images is not up to the mark as compared with general images.
• Visual Information Fidelity (VIF) [7] gives score depending upon information present in estimated image as compared to that of reference image. Information in image depends upon structural contents, edges, etc. present in the image. General and ultrasound images are rich in information as compared to that of X-ray images. So, VIF does not perform well in case of X-ray images.
CONCLUSIONS
To identify suited quality metric for natural, ultrasound and X-ray images is primary goal of this paper. We conclude that structural similarity index (SSIM) is suited for all three types of images. Visual information fidelity (VIF) and normalized absolute error (NAE) works well than other quality metrics for natural and ultrasound images. In case of X-ray images, normalized absolute error (NAE) and peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) shows better performance than that of other quality metrics.
We also conclude that, there is huge scope to develop noise dependent quality metrics. In future, authors will work to develop Poisson noise dependent quality metric.
